
Deploy a world of connections without a 
HUB thanks to our advanced bidirectionality, 
and achieve flawless performance thanks to 
our sensors

Create awnings
with total control
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Motorization,
for all awnings

Ready to change the market game

Its powerful Wi-Fi integrated circuit allows a direct connection to your mobile phone 

or voice assistant, without the need for a HUB. Includes a quick connector for a 

superior installation.

Outstanding in security due to its back release function, which automatically adjusts 

the motor's force and performs a 1ms movement when closing by pressure, protecting 

the awning fabric. Furthermore, to ensure the integrity of the cassette and fabric, the 

motor will not perform a new pressure closure until after 25 cycles, and it adapts to the 

awning's size for a perfect pressure closure.

Finally, bidirectionality in transmitters and sensors ensures that the motor 

automatically retracts the awning in case of malfunctions.

Designed for any type of awning, like invisible arm or cassette, it allows manual end 

position configuration or pressure closure. Thanks to its star-shaped head, it is 

compatible with all awning hardware.

More technology, more connectivity, more control: 
introducing the new generation of smart awnings



Features

Ø 45 mm

Electronic end limit

Two programming options: double end limit 
or pressure closure for cassette awnings

Bidirectionality with weather sensors

Option to deactivate the solar sensor from 
the transmitter

5-meter extension wire to avoid additional 
splicing

Options for 10, 15, and 20
meter wires

Frequency
868.3 MHz

Moisture-resistant surface

Bidirectional Wi-Fi technology

Removable EASY CONNECT® IP65 
connector for easier installation
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The new generation
of motorization,
for any awning

Bidirectional communication with A-OK weather sensors increases 
security in weather alarm situations, thanks to its ability for 

automatic and accurate data collection

Awnings
with invisible 

arms

Cassette 
awnings with 
invisible arms

Straight-arm 
awnings

Vertical 
awnings

ZIP vertical 
awnings
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Control the awning motor, adjust 
its opening to the millimeter

Expand
your horizons

A P P V O I C ER E M O T E

Control by remote, 
App, or voice

A single remote
for all actions



Meet the
A-OK Motors® 
range

Roller 
shutter

Wooden 
Venetian 

blinds

Roll-up 
mosquito 

nets

Aluminum 
Venetian 

blinds

Interior 
Venetian 

blinds

Adjustable 
roller blinds

Projection 
screens

Traditional 
curtains

Roll-up 
blinds

Folding 
blinds

Zip vertical 
curtains

Vertical 
curtains

Vertical 
awnings

PergolasAwnings

Lattice Roll-up 
doors

Windows
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